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ABSTRACT

This report presents a diagnostic automaton that can be used to

classes of systems without feedback loops. The report shows the

for the automaton, the algorithm used, and the PROLOG program for

tion.
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input needed

the simula-
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1. Introduction

This report discusses a Diagnostic Automaton, written in PROLOG and used

to examine classes of systems without feedback loops. The automaton reads the

system description needed for simulation of the plant being diagnosed, makes a

comparison between the simulation and faulted plant, and uses automated rea-

soning to draw conclusions from the differences.

Simulations are very old. Stonehenge was probably one; the determination

of longtitude using a marine chronometer is another. Such simulations are not

even new in the computing world. We have had diagnostic programs almost as

long as we have had computers.

What, then, is special about this automated diagnostician? It is driven

by the specification for the system to be diagnosed, not carefully handcrafted

* Work supported in part by the Applied Mathematical Sciences Research Pro-

gram (KC-04-02) of the Office of Energy Research of the U.S. Department of En-

ergy under Contract W-31-109-Eng-36.
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like ordinary diagnostic software. Consequently, it differs from its predeces-

sors in the same way that compilers constructed automatically from specifica-

tions for the language to be translated differ from the first FORTRAN compiler

which was handcrafted along with the language it was to translate.

To be sure, there are other table-driven automated diagnostic systems.

MYCIN, a medical diagnosis system, is an example. How does that differ from

what is presented here? The tables driving MYCIN are a body of semi-

quantitative known facts about diseases, and t::.re is no decailed analytical

simulation of the system under test supporting them. In the case of the diag-

nostic automaton, on the other hand, there is an underlying analytical model

for the system being diagnosed. The use of this model leads to vital, quali-

tative differences in the behaviour of the automated diagnostician. The most

important of these differences is that a model-driven automated diagnostician

is less liable to "mindset" than one driven by a list of procedures drawn up

by the design engineer.

This is not a claim that model-driven diagnosticians are immune to

failure or even "mindset". They are certainly no better than their models of

the system under test, and no more free of "neurotic" infinite loops in deci-

sion processes than their reasoning programs. They can, however, solve dif-

ferent problems from those addressed by MYCIN-like systems.

An example is probably a good way to show the difference. The statistical

distribution of Mean Time to Repair avionics systems on the F-18 aircraft is

that 95% of faults can be found and cleared in a short time - on the order of

an hour. The remaining 5% take between a week and a month of laborious circuit

tracing by expert technicians. The 95% are faults diagnosed by a MYCIN-like

strategy; the other 5% are those where the trouble shooter does a step-by-step

comparison with a detailed mental simulation of the system under test.

Notice, by the way, how the importance of that 5% depends on the Mean

Time Between Failures. If the complete weapons system is small enough so that
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faults in the nasty 5% taking a month to clear happen only once a year, they

cause an 8% loss in combat readiness. If they happen once a week and take a

month to repair, at best only 20% of the weapons systems will usually be mis-

sion ready. If one must run the complete system, and probably incur second

failures while diagnosing the first, system availability will be almost zero.

A recent study by the GAO of naval air weapons systems showed that this is a

serious practical problem.

2. The Theoretical Foundation

The fundamental concept is a pair of different realisations of the same

abstraction. For example the implementation of an exclusive OR both by a wire

wrapped circuit on a board and by a set of equations describing behaviour of

individual components on the board, sharing variables corresponding to signals

carried to several terminals by wires. The common abstraction is the "System

Requirements Specification".

The instructions for building a realisation (what we usually call the

system build spec) are a mapping from the abstraction to the realisation.

This mapping is invertible, i.e. the abstraction can be derived from the real-

isation (the formal statement of mathematical abstraction as a process, or the

representation of a subsystem as a black box with ports connected to the out-

side world).

That is to say there exists a mapping from one faithful representation of

the System Requirements, namely the plant, to another, namely the plant simu-

lation. The two realisations will differ, steer pipes in one may be

represented by equations in the other, or they may not be present at all. But

some subset of the true Requirements Document wiLl be present in both. This is

the "Common Abstraction". If one representation is faulted, and therefore

unfaithful th, mapping between two faithful representations will be denied.

The denial of the theorem "There exists a mapping between features of the

abstraction, present in the model a.id the plant", is the foundation of
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automated diagnosis.

Suitable common abstractions or their realisations take many forms. In

this note a common abstraction is discussed as a set of interconnected com-

ponents, i.e. as a linked graph. Each component (i.e. node of the graph) has

a technical specification including equations expressing its behaviour. For

this purpose the word "component" includes "subsystem". An ar' in the graph

binds state variables in one component technical specification to state vari-

ables in another, and couples individual technical specifications to define a

technical specification or simulation of the whole system. This simulation is

one realisation of the common abstraction contained in the system requirements

specification. The system itself is another. The diagnosis is done by compar-

ing these realisations.

3. The Diagnostic Automaton

The formal statement of the comparison is an attempt to deny the theorem

"All components are behaving according to specification", by a combination of

measurement and automated reasoning. The measurements are made by tracing from

causes to effects if the abstract representation is a signal flow graph, or

from stimuli to responses in a more general case.

The diagnostic automaton has four parts:-

1. A measurer.

2. A simulator (the "correct mode" realisation).

3. A reasoner.
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4. A corrector or repairer.

This taxonomy covers a wide spectrum of systems. One is a vehicle autopi-

lot where the measurer returns the actual course, the simulator returns the

desired course, the reasoner returns the difference between these two, and the

corrector adjusts the vehicle direction to minimise some functional of the

difference oven a chosen time constant. At the other end of the spectrum is a

medical diagnostic system, where the measurer is the patient interview process

together with a set of sensors, the simulator is a database of clinical fact,

the reasoner is a pattern matching algorithm between the report from the

measurer and the database, and the corrector writes a prescription to a phar-

macist or surgeon.

Other constraints should be considered in a good design. The system and

component descriptions should be in databases maintainable by engineers

without help from programmers, so that different physical plant may be diag-

nosed without rewriting more that a plant description. As far as possible the

complete software system should be economical so that it and a dedicated sup-

porting computer may be imbedded in plant without excessive costs in money,

space, weight, or volume.

4. Input to the Diagnostic Automaton

The information needed to drive the simulation and diagnosis is of

several kinds:

1. Numerical models for individual system components. These are the indi-

visible "atoms" of the description currently in use. In the demonstration

they are logic gates. In other cases they might be models for transis-

tors, pumps and valves (in hydraulic systems), amplifiers, or chemical
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reactions in a process plant.

2. A list of connections between components. In a digital logic system at

the conceptual level, this might be a set of "bindings" between signal

names and terminals on logic gates. The same system described at a lower

level might be a "wire wrap" list, saying which terminals on IC packages

are to be wired together, and in what order.

A part of a conceptual model is as follows:

signal(datal,sw,6,a).

signal(data2,sw,7,a).

signal(inl,sw,6,y).

signal(in2,sw,7,y).

signal(inl,1s04,1,a).

signal(inl,1s00,4,a).

The statement "signal(<name>,<devtyp>,<dev#>,<terminal>)." says the sig-

nal <name> is connected to the terminal <terminal.> of a device having type

<devtyp> with a unique identification <dev#>. Notice that the signal inl

appears three times, so that it is connected to three different terminals.

This description does not specify the order of wiring the terminals together;

thus, which terminal is isolated by a broken wire cannot be determined.

For digital logic the simulation models for the devices are computable

within the reasoning program itself. This fact saves us from having to write

device simulations in FORTRAN, for example, and have means for the reasoner to

ask them "Is it the case that ...... ?". Below is the device specification:

/*Inverter 1s04*/

devt(1s04,(a),y).

devd(1s04,(1,0).

devd(1s04,[0],1).
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/*NAND gate */

devt(lsOO,[a,b],y).

devd(1s00,[1,l],O):-!.

devd(lsOO,[_,_],1).

/*Data Input switch*/

devt(sw,[a],y).

devd(sw,[1],1).

devd(sw,[0],0).

The inverter specification, for example, has two parts: a statement

"devt" which says an inverter has one input terminal "a", one output terminal

"y", and a type id "1s04"; and the devd statements which show the mapping from

input values to output values. The complete definition is of the function

y = NOT(a)

The NAND definition implements the function

y = NOT(AND(a,b)).

The automated diagnostician needs three more input files, two specifying

the mapping from conceptual specification (which is enough to drive the simu-

lation) to physical realisation (which tells the technician what points on the

board must be probed), and a test specification.

Part of a physical specification is

loc(1s04,l,a,ic1,l).

loc(1s04,1,y,ic1,2).

loc(1s04,2,a,ic1,3).

loc(1s04,2,y,icl,4).

loc(1s04,_,vcc,icl,14).

loc(1s04,_,gnd,ic1,7).
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loc(ls00,3,a,ic2,1).

These bind the various individual gates of the conceptual specification

to physical integrated circuit locations and pins according to the scheme

loc(<devtyp>,<dev#>,<terminal>,<ic package>,<ic pkg pin>).

For example, the "a" terminal of 1s04 #1 is pin 1 of IC package icl.

Another part is

pin(datal,l,sw,6,a).

pin(data2,l,sw,7,a).

pin(inl,l,sw,6,y).

pin(inl,2,ls00,4,a).

pin(inl,3,1s04,1,a).

pin(in2,l,sw,7,y).

pin(in1_,1,ls04,1,y).

This is the same as the conceptual signal list except that signal predi-

cates have been ordered according to the scheme

pin(<name>,<seq#>,<devtyp>,<dev#>,<terminal>).

The physical interpretation of this is that pins belonging to the same

signal are wired together in a string according to sequence number so that,

for example, if the signal actually seen at seq#=3 differs from that at 1 & 2,

it may be concluded that the wire from 2 to 3 is probably broken. (Note: in

general, pin connections form a graph and not a list; here we simplify the

situation.)

Last is the file saying what to test. The system under test is one with

two inputs, datal and data2, and one output, out. The test clears scratch data
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which may remain from a previous run; checks that supply voltages are present

on all chips; asks for input test data; and invokes a trace back from the out-

put to the inputs, driven by the data files shown previously:

run:-

cleark, /*Clear old knowns */

clearm, /*Clear old measurements*/

check(vcc,l), /*Check Supply Voltages */

check(gnd,O),

input(datal,Vl), /*Define input*/

asserta(known(datal,V1)), /* Make it known */

input(data2,V2),

asserta(known(data2,V2)),

probesig(datal,Vl), /*Because known signals are not automatically probed*/

probesig(data2,V2),

eval(out,OUT), /*Evaluate the output we are going to check*/

check, /*When the evaluation terminates (possibly after significant

failures are found, but before "out" is known), deduce as much

as possible from information gained */

cleare. /*Clear the error found flag if any, to allow rerun */

5. The Diagnostic Algorithm

The diagnostic algorithm is simple. Having been requested to check the

signal "out", it examines the signal list to see what IC pins are connected to

"out". Having found these, it examines the device library to see which of them

is an output. This identifies the particular device generating the output. The

devt statement in the device specifications then discloses the input terminals

determining that output. The signal statements then disclose the names of the

signals connected to those pins. This procedure may now be invoked again to

determine these signals. The procedure continues until the signals requested

are the known inputs datal and data2.
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The procedure in this simple form does not process signal flow specifica-

tions containing "feedback loops". Presence of a feedback loop in the signal

flow specification leads to an infinite recursion, which sums an infinite

series analogous to a set of Feynmann diagrams in quantum mechanics. In physi-

cally realisable systems, these series are uniformly convegent on any closed

set in the interior of the open set of all physically realisable input sig-

nals.

Other parts of our work deal with the recognition of these loops, and we

think that once they are recognised, they can be summed analytically using a

program such as MACSYMA, or perhaps even within the reasoning system itself.

This has been done for Feynmann Diagrams by the analogous symbol manipulation

system REDUCE. A MACSYMA solution in our cases would probably be accessible

by analytic solution of the recursion relation between S(N) and S(N+l) when

both tend to S as N tends to infinity.

In the case of digital logic, we think binary arithmetic will always

reduce the infinite series to a finite one, and the sum term by term be per-

formed by "single stepping" the system clock, and solving a problem without

loops at each clock tick. We still have unanswered questions about doing this

in detail, but given techniques to recognise subsystems having feedback loops

there are alternative methods to solve the problem.

6. The Diagnostic Program

This section briefly discusses the PROLOG language used to write the

Diagnostic Automaton. It also presents the simulation part of the Automaton.

6.1. The Programming Language

The Diagnostic Automaton is a program written in PROLOG. Since the

language is not widely known, enough information follows to let you read and

understand most of the parts of the program shown later.
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PROLOG may be thought of as a database of facts, a means of asking

whether some fact is in the database (a "simple question"), and a means to

define rules which express general questions in terms of simple questions (and

other rules). A question may contain "variables". If a tact making the ques-

tion "true" is in the database, then the question is answered true, with the

variables returned set .o the values from the database that makes the answer

true. A question or rule answered "true" is said to "succeed".

Thus if the database contains the facts

doctor(joe).

doctor(bob).

then the question

? doctor(X).

may succeed twice

X=bob.

in a search of the database, once with X=joe, and once with

Adding facts about residence to the database, we might say

local(bob).

If we now want to

rule

find individuals who are doctors and local, we write the

localdoctor (X): -

doctor(X),

local(X).

which in English is
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X is a local doctor, if X is local and X is a doctor.

The question

? localdoctor(X).

will cause a search of the database. When dcctor(joe) is found true, a second

search will be made for local(joe). This will fail. There is no fact

"local(joe)". The PROLOG processor will then retry to find another instance of

doctor(X), starting at doctor(joe) where it branched to test local(joe) previ-

ously. It will find doctor(bob), proceed oi.e more to search for local(bob),

and succeed; and so the rule localdoctor(X) will succeed, instantiating (i.e.,

setting) X to "bob".

6.2. Simulation

With this much background, let us look at the simulation part of the

Automaton:

eval(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

signal(SIGNAL,DEV,ID,TERMINAL), /*find a terminal connected to

the signal */

devt(DEV,INTERMS,TERMINAL), /*is it an output signal for DEV*/

sigmap(INTERMS,DEV,ID,INSIGS),/*Find the signals at DEV inputs*/

maplist(eval,INSIGS,INVALS), /*Evaluate the input values,

this is a recursive call to eval*/

devd(DEV, INVALS,VALUE), /*Derive the output value*/

asserta(known(SIGNAL,VALUE)),/*Assert that SIGNAL is now known,

so that future queries do lookup

and not evaluation */

probesig(SIGNAL,VALUE). /*Ask the user to probe the board, so

that observed signals can be recorded for
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fault analysis */

The rule eval is invoked with SIGNAL already instantiated to a known

signal name - "out", in our case. VALUE is not instantiated and, when the rule

succeeds, will be instantiated to the value (0/1) of the signal named "out".

How does the evaluation proceed? The signal rule will pick out a signal

fact (predicate) from the signal predicates given, whose first parameter is

"out". The next part of the rule will succeed only if the signal predicate

found instantiated TERMINAL to an output terminal for a devt predicate. The

devt predicate will instantiate INTERMS to a list of input terminals for that

device. The rule sigmap (elsewhere in the program) instantiates INSIGS to a

list of signal names bound to the device input terminals. The rule maplist

applies the rule "eval" (recursively) to each signal name in INSIGS, and

instantiates 1NVALS to the list of corresponding values. The devd yule (found

in the device library) for DEV instantiates VALUE to the desired output value.

The last two invocations assert the value as known, so that evaluations

are done only once and looked up thereafter, and the probesig invocation

applies the diagnostic processes to what is known so far.

7. Questions that Remain

Several questions about automated diagnosis remain. We touch here on a

few.

7.1. Test Suites

Not all faults cause incorrect outputs for every set of inputs. So one

would like to have a "test suite" of inputs which, if they cause correct out-

puts, show that the system is working properly. Moreover, this set of test

inputs should not be too large or it will take too long to run and either show
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a fault or certify the system as repaired.

This question cf "test generation" becomes enormously more difficult when

only some of the internal connections of the system are accessible to probes.

Such is the case for integrated circuit chips, and since yields of correctly

functioning chips off a production line vary from a few percent low on the

learning curve, to somewhere over 2 in 3 on a mature product, a manufacturer

must have such tests before a product can be sold.

For a completely arbitrary circuit containing N gates, older methods to

construct these tests need roughly 2**N decisions if no internal nodes are

accessible. VLSI circuits with N-50,000 pose severe problems in test

discovery. Of course, a circuit built foir some purpose has special structure;

and just as cryptanalysis for weak keys is not N-P complete, so one hopes to

take advantage of the known purpose of the chip to slice away most of those

2**N questions as irrelevant. This seems to be fertile ground for use of

theorem proving systems in contrast to logic programming, which may be prefer-

able for automated diagnosis.

7.2. Levels of Abstraction

The importance of using several levels of abstraction in automated diag-

nosis was mentioned briefly. One can work at a higher level in the simulation

to determine what the signals ought to be, at a lower level in the diagnosis

to discover why they are wrong. This is a special case of a more general prin-

ciple - "Divide and Conquer". If one can identify subsystems and derive tests

to show which subsystem is at fault, then a detailed trace becomes necessary

for only one subsystem.

Consider the following example. A fault appearing to be .,.ultiple at an

abstract level may be seen as a single failure as soon as more physical

details of the system are known. For example, suppose diagnosis assumes that

device pins are wired in a chain, and identified in sequence
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S(1),S(2),S(3),S(4),S(5) for the signal S. The simulation shows that S should

be 0, and S(3) is found to be 1, but all the other pins are correct. The con-

clusion for sequential wiring is that the wires (2,3) and (3,4) are brck';n,

and there is a shorted trace between (2,4).

If the true physical system is that 1,2,4,5 are chained, and 3 is wired

to 2, then there is a single fault, namely, that the wire (2,3) is broken.

However, if all the wiring detail is present in the simulation all the

time, tracing physical wires slows the simulation and makes the largest work-

able case smaller than it would be at an abstract signal level. The best solu-

tion is to control the level of abstraction dynamically so that details are

considered only when they necessary.

Other considerations appear associated with this. From one point of view

the traces connecting terminals on Integrated Circuits in a logic system are

only other components, and the same logic as before can be used. Analysis

along these lines is useful in a search for broken traces on a printed circuit

board. Hovever it does not deal with analysis of short circuits between traces

unless there is a specification in the device library for the board as a

whole, showing which traces are adjacent and might possibly be connected by a

whisker of copper left while etching the board.

In general it appears that the device library must contain such specifi-

cations for failure modes, and the question arises of whether they are com-

plete. It seems to me possible that given a board layout a reasoning program

could deduce possible failures based on simle rules such as "any conductor miy

be open", "any two adjacent conductors may be accidentally connected".

This does not remove the question of completeness, it simply pushes it

back to the possibility of completeness for the rules generating detailed

failure modes. I think two conclusions can be drawn.
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First Goedel's Theorem suggests absolute completeness may be a will o'the

wisp to be pursued but never captured.

Second the possibility of generating detailed failure modes from general

rules shows automated reasoning favourably as a tool for drawing a multitude

of particular inferences from a small number of more general principles. But I

wish I were more certain this is complete from a practical point of view in

real diagnoses. Doubts about this question are in some ways the genesis of

conventional "expert systems" working from a knowledge base, that is to say

they start from the principle that only a small part of reality can be deduced

from general rules. I think students of turbulent flow in fluids would tend to

endorse this view.

8. Conclusions

A diagnostic automaton has been developed for classes of systems without

explicit feedback loops (i.e., where the feedback loops are all recognised as

subsystems and their system transfer functions are in the device library). It

is driven by specifications for the system as built, and not handcrafted after

the style of conventional diagnostic software.

Thu:re seem to be several possible solutions to the problem of feedback

loops, and the closely connected problem in digital logic of sequential logic

systems, where behaviour of a component depends on past history. At least

simple sequential logic components, such as flip-flops and counters have use-

ful representations as finite state machines (Barrow 1983). However a complex

component such as a microprocessor demands representation by a simulation of

its instruction set and components such as internal memory. In this case a

hardware simulation by a known good chip coupled to the reasoner seems an

appropriate solution.

Simulation by hardware could be carried to its ultimate extreme by archi-

tecture such as that used in the DEC VAX 11/780 computer where the operator
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console is driven by a microcomputer observing the state of internal regis-

ters. Here an diagnostic automaton might comprise a known to be good VAX

11/780, a set of logic to compute Cyclic Redundancy checks on bit streams

going by at various points in the machine and transmit them to the microcom-

puter, together with the same facilities installed on a distant faulted sys-

tem. A Remote Diagnostic Center would then be operated on yet a third VAX

11/780 playing the part of the reasoner, and passing test suites to both the

faulted and unfaulted machines.

When other work (not described here) is complete, automatic recognition

of subsystems and their boundaries may become possible. If test suites for

subsystems exist, the algorithm used here will recognise a faulted subsystem

quickly and easily. The same strategy can then be applied to the failed sub-

system. A diagnostic automaton using test suites would be driven by a MYCIN-

like knowledge base of facts. However, even if a complete set of test suites

down to the chip 1evel were devised by a theorem proving system, they might be

too voluminous to be useful.

It seems likely that a diagnostic automaton for production use would be a

hybrid system. Test suites would be used initially to partition the system

into parts known to be good and those still under suspicion. However, as soon

as the subsystems being analysed have become small enough to be simulated as

fast as they can be examined, the diagnosis would proceed by simulation. From

this point of view, the Test Suites are simply the stored results of simula-

tions, where it is less costly to pay for storage of results than to pay (in

equipment or in time waiting for computation) for a simulation to be done on

request.
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APPENDIX A.

The clauses describing the plant follow:-

1. The Signal List

signal(datal,sw,6,a).

signal(data2,sw,7,a).

signal(in2,sw,6,y).

signal(in2,sw,7,y).

signal(in2,1s04,1,a).

signal(in2,1s04,2,a).

signal(inl_,is04,1,y).

signal(in2_,1s04,2,y).

signal(inl_,ls00,3,a)

signal(in2,1s00,3,b).

signal(in2,ls00,4,a).

signal(in2_,lsOO,4,b).

signal(xl,1s00,3,y).

signal(x2,ls00,4,y).

signal(xl,1s00,5,a).

signal(x2, 1s00,5,b) .

signal(out,ls00,5,y).

2. The p wirelist derived from the signal list

pin(datal,1,sw,6,a).

pin(data2,1,sw,7,a).

pin(ini,1,sw,6,y).

pin(in2,1,sw,7,y).

pin(ini_,1,1s04,1,y).
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pin(in2_,1,1s04,2,y).

pin(xl,1,ls00,3,y).

pin(x2,1,ls00,4,y).

pin(out,1,ls00,5,y).

pin(inl,Z,lsOO,4,a).

pin(inl,3,1s04,1,a).

pin(in2,2,lsOO,3,b).

pin(in2,3,1s04,2,a).

pin(inl_,2,ls00,3,a).

pin(in2_,2,ls00,4,b).

pin(xl,2,ls00,5,e).

pin(x2,2,ls00,5,b).

3. The component terminal locations.

loc(1s04,1,a,icl,1).

loc(1s04,1,y,icl,2).

loc(1s04,2,a,icl,3).

loc(1s04,2,y,icl,4).

loc(1s04,_,vcc,icl,14).

loc(1s04,_,gnd,icl,7).

loc(ls00,3,a,ic2,1).

loc(lsO,3,b,ic2,2).

loc(ls00,3,y,ic2,3).

loc(lsOO,4,a,ic2,4).

loc(lsOO,4,b,ic2,5).

loc(ls00,4,y,ic2,6).

loc(2s0 0,5,a,ic2,10).

loc(ls00,5,b,ic2,9).

locdls00,5,y,ic2,8).

loc(sw,6,y,panel,swl).

loc(sw,7,y,panel,sw2).
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loc(lsOO,_,vcc,ic2,14).

loc(ls00,_,gnd,ic2,7).

4. The Device Library

/*Inverter 1s04*/

devt(is04,[a],y).

devd(1s04,[1],0).

devd(1s04,[0],1).

/*NAND gate */

devt(ls00,[a,b],y).

devd(ls00,[1,1],0):-!.

devd(ls00,[_,_],1).

/*Data Input swiLch*/

devt(sw, [a] ,y).

devd(sc.;,[1],1).

devd(sw,[0],0).

5. The Test Invocation

/* For the help command to work properly these predicates MUST

be loaded LAST */

run:-

init, /*clear traces of previous run*/

check(vcc,l1),

check(gnd,0),

input(datal,Vl),

asserta(knowndatal,Vl)),

probe(datal,Vl),
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input (data2,V2),

asserta(known(data2,V2)),

probe(data2,V2),

eval(out,OUT),

check,

cleare. /*to enable predicates inhibited by existerror */

help: -

repeat,

help(_).

help(_).
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APPENDIX B.

1.

The Diagnostic Program.

/* Predicates for models of combinational logic

signal(<name>,<dev>,<id>,<terminal>)':- defines a signal connected

to a terminal of a particular device type.

sigdef(<name>,<def>,<id>,<terminal>):-

deduces that the named signal should be present at a terminal

from signal and connect predicates.

devt(<dev>,<intlist>,<outterm>):- defines the input terminal list

that affects the output at a given terminal

devd(<dev>,<invals>,<outval>):- defines the relation between signal

values at input terminals and that at an output

known(<signal>,<value>):- returns the value of a known signal or

fails. Initially signals are kown from input, simulation adds

further known signals to the clause space.

eval(<signal>,<value>):- evaluates a signal value.

sigmap(<input terminals>,<device type>,<device id>,<input signals>:-

maps from input terminal names on a device to input signal names

when given a unique device identifier.

pin(<signalname>,<signalpin#>,<device>,<device ID>,<device terminal>):-

A predicate that distinguishes between different device pins connected

to the same signal. This is needed to place information about wiring

in the plant description, instead of deducing it from the signal list.
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Since more than one set of wiring predicates can implement the same

signal list, and the details of the wiring affect a detailed diagnosis,

these predictes are needed. Clearly wiring lists can be deduced from

signal lists, depending on the rules for wiring. This is one version

of the VLSI layout problem. This model has a wiring rule, that signal

pins are connected by wiring predicates in the order they appear in

the signal list. Thus any ?articular algorithm for wiring in a wire

wrap system can be implemented by a sort according to that algorithm

on the signal li't. Mnre complex wirings can probably be represented

by introdiicing vias for example as components.

*/
sigdef(S,D,I,T):-

pin(S,_,D,I,T).

eval(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

existerror,!. /*If an error has been found do no more */

eval(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

known(SIGNAL,VALUE),!. /*If known then don't try anything else*/

eval(SIGNAL,VALUE):- -

sigdef(SIGNAL,DEV,ID,TERMINAL), /*find a terminal connected to

the signal */

devt(DEV,INTERMS,TERMINAL), /*is it an output signal for DEV*/

sigmap(INTERMS,DEV, ID,INSIGS),

maplist(eval,INSIGS,INVALS), /*Find the input values*/

devd(DEV,INVALS,VALUE), /*Derive the output value*/

asserta(known(SIGNAL,VALUE)),

probesig(SIGNAL,VALUE).

sigmap([],_,_,[]). /*Empty List Case*/

sigmap([TERMINALtTLIST],DEV,ID,[SIGNALISLIST]):-/*Usual Case, Recvrse
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along the list if terminals and signals*/

sigdef(SIGNAL,DEV,ID,TERMINAL),

sigmap(TLIST,DEV,ID,SLIST).

maplist(_,[],[]).

maplist(P,[XIL],[YIM]):-

Q=..[P,X,Y],

call(Q),

maplist(P,L,M).

sigloc(SIG,POS,PIN):-

sigdef(SIG,DEV,ID,TERM),

loc(DEV,ID,TERM,POS,PIN).

probesig(_ ,_):-

existerror,

nl,write('The recognised fault should be cleared before doing '),

write('further diagnosis'),nl,

abort. /*stop the run if an error has been found */

probes ig(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

probel(SIGNAL,VALUE),

findbad(SIGNAL). /*Check wires if signal is bad */

probel(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

repeat,

probe(SIGNAL,VALUE).

probe(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

sigdef(SIGNAL,DEV,ID,TERMINAL),

loc(DEV,ID,TERMINAL,POS,PIN),

write('Measure '),write(SIGNAL),write(' at

write(POS),write(' pin '),write(PIN),nl,
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write('The value should be '),write(VALUE),write(' it is?'),

measure(ACTUAL),

record(SIGNAL,VALUE,ACTUAL,POS,PIN),

/* cdvise(SIGNAL,VALUE,ACTUAL,POS,PIN), */

fail.

probe(_,_).

findbad(S):- /* diagnose a bad signal */

bad(S,V,A,POS,PIN), /*fail if no bad signals */

asserta(existerror),

troubleshoot(S).

findbad(_). /*always succeed*/

troubleshoot(S):-

nl,write('Signal '),write(S),write(' is in ErL-r'),nl,

pin(S,ROOT,DEV,ID,TERM), /* to find the signal source */

devt(DEV,INLIST,TERM), /* enforce ROOT=SOURCE */

walk(S,ROOT), /* walk the wiring tree for faults */

nl.

walktree(S,R,T):- /*walk a tree*/

wire(S,T,T1),

checkwire(S,T,Tl),

walktree(S,R,T1).

walktree(S,R,T):-

not(wire(T,_)), /*This is a leaf */

fail. /*Force backtrack*/
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walktree(_,R,R). /*Last resort to end the repeat */

sigsource(S,T):- /*Identify the source of a signal */

pin(S,T,DEV,ID,TERM), /*Identify device & terminal */

devt(DEV,INPUTS,TERM). /*Choose only an output terminal*/

walk(S,ROOT):- /* The root of the main tree */

sigsource(S,ROOT), /*Find the signal source*/

checksuurce(S,ROOT), /*Is it faulted */

makewires(S), /*Build the wire predicates */

repeat,

walktree(S,ROOT,ROOT),/*if source OK check the wires*/

nowires(S). /*Remove the wire predicates*/

makewires(S):- /*assert wire predicates*/

sigsource(S,ROOT), /*Find the source again (not really needed */

repeat,

findwire(S,ROOT). /*make all wire predicates*/

findwire(S,Tl):-

pin(S,T1,_,_,_),

((T1 = ROOT) ; wire(S,_,T1)),

newlink(S,T1,T2),

assertz(wire(S,T1,T2)),

findwire(S,T2).

findwire(_,_). /*To end repeat */

nowires(S):-

repeat,

unwire(S).

unwire(S):-
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retract(wire(S,T1,T2)),

fail.

unwire(S):-

not(wire(S,_,_)).

newlink(S,T1,T2):- /*find a new T2 */

pin(S,T2,_,_,_),

not(T1 = T2),

not(wire(S,T2,_)),

not(wire(S,_,T2)).

fault(S,T):- /* Predicate for faulted terminals */

bad(S,V,A,POS,PIN),

loc(DEv,ID,TERM,POS,PIN),

pin(S,T,DEV,ID,TERM).

checksource(S,ROOT):-

fault(S,ROOT),

sourcefault(S,ROOT).

checksource(,).

checkwire(S,R1,R2):-

fault(S,R2), not(fault(S,Rl)), /*Here is a bad wire */

wirefault(S,R1,R2),

1.

checkwire(S,R1,R2):-

fault(S,R1),not(fault(S,R2)), /*Here is an anomaly */

anomaly(S,R1,R2),

1.
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checkwire(_,_,_). /*Consistent*/

sourcefault(S,ROOT) :-

nl,write('The source of signal '),write(S),write(' at node '),

write(ROOT),nl,

write(' is in error. A bad IC, either the source IC or a sink '),

write(' may be at fault'),nl,nl.

wirefault(S,R1,R2):-

nl,write('The board locations '),

wtloc(S,Rl),

write(' and '),

wtloc(S,R2),

nl,write('Appear to be disconnected').

anomaly(S,R1,R2):-

nl,write('An anomalous condition has been detected between nodes'),

l,

wtloc(S,R1),write(' and '),wtloc(S,R2),

nl,write('The second node should he supplied by signal from the '),

write ('first'),

nl,write('The first is in error, the second id not. The signal is '),

write(S).

record(SIGNAL,VALUE,VALUE,2OS,PIN):- /*If VALUE=ACTUAL do nothing */

!. /*and allow no alternatives */

record(SIGNAL,VALUE,ACTUAL,POS,PIN):-

asserta(bad(SIGNAL,VALUE,ACTUAL,POS,PIN)).

/* COMMENT OUT ADVISE */

advise(S,VALUE,VALUE,POS,PIN):-!. /*No action if same */

advise(S,VALUE,ACTUAL,POS,PIN):-
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nl,write('The signal '),write(S),write(' Is in error at '),write(POS),

write(' pin '),write(PIN),nl.

/* END COMMENT OUT */

check(SUPPLY,VALUE):- /* Check Supply Voltages */

write('Check '),write(SUPPLY),nl,

repeat,

checkpin(SUPPLY,VALUE).

checkpin(SUPPLY,VALUE):-

loc(_,_,SUPPLY,POS,PIN),

write('Probe '),write(SUPPLY),write(' at '),write(POS),write(' pin '),

write(PIN),write('?'),

measure(ACTUAL),

abortifnotequal(ACTUAL,VALUE),

fail. /*for REPEAT */

checkpin(_,_).

measure(VALUE):-

get(X),(X=48;X=49),

VALUE is X - 48.

mkfrst:-

signal(S,D,I,T),

not(first(S,_,_,_)),

retract(signal(S,D,I,T)),

assorta(first(S,D,I,T)),

fail.

mkfrst.

all:-

repeat,

mkfrst.
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linki:-

first(S,D,I,T),

linkage(S,D,I,T),

fail.

linkl. /*For repeat in linkall */

linkage(S,D,I,T):-

signal(S,D1,Il,T1),

asserta(connect(S,D,I,T,D1,Il,Tl)),

retract(signal(S,Dl,Il,Tl)).

linkall:-

repeat,

linkl.

connections: -

all,

linkall.

show: -

list ing(pin),

listing(signal),

list ing(first),

listing(connect).

inputi:-

first (S,D,I,T),

not(devt(D,_,T)), /*Not output */

not(connect(S,D,I,T,D1,Il,Tl)),

write(S),nl,

fail.
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input. /*End repeat*/

inputs:-

repeat,

input1.

output1:-

first(S,D,I,T),

devt(D,_,T), /*Output*/

not(connect(S,D,I,T,D1,I1,T1)),

write(S),nl,

fail.

output. /*End repeat*/

outputs:-

repeat,

output 1.

/* now convert the first and connec list to a multiple signal list. */

firstsig:- /* convert first clauses to first signal clauses */

repeat,

firstsigl.

firstsigl:-

first(S,D,I,T),

asserta(pin(S,1,D,I,T)),

retract(first(S,D,I,T)),

fail.

firstsigl.

newsigs:-

repeat,
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moresigs.

moresigs:-

pin(S,1,D,I,T),

more(S,1),

fail.

moresigs. /*for repeat*/

more(S,N):-

pin(S,1,D,I,T),

connect(S,D,I,T,D1,I1,T1),

N1 is N + 1,

assertz(pin(S,N1,D1,I1,T1)),

retract(connect(S,D,I,T,D1,I1,T1)),

more(S,N1),

more(_,_). /* End recursion */

wiring:- /* Build a wirelist from the signal list for demo*/

connections,

firstsig,

news igs,

telling(F),

tell(wires),

listing(pin),

tell(F),

help(2),

write('For help enter "help(2)."').

help(2):-

write('help(2)'),nl,

write('The next command is "run." if reason was loaded.'),nl,

write('The command "show." will show the plant model'),n',

fail. /*fail to make the help repeat loop work */
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locate:- /* show the loc predicates */

listing(loc).

clearsv:- repeat,clearsvl.

cleare:-repeat,clearel.

clearel:- retract(existerror),fail.

clearel:- not(existerror).

cleark:-repeat,clrknown.

clrknown:- retract(known(X,Y)),fail.

clrknown:-not(known(_,_)).

clearm:-repeat,clrmeas.

clrmeas:- retract(meas( , , , , )),fail.

clrmeas:- not(meas(_),_,_,_,_

clearb:-

repeat,clearbad.

clearbad:-

retract(bad(_,_,_,_,_)),fail.

clearbad:-

not(bad(_,_,_,_,_)).

clearsvl:-

retract(sigval(_ , _, _)).

clearsvl:-

not(sigval(_,_,_)).

init:-

cleare,

cleark,

clearb,

clearsv,

clearm.

abortifnotequal(X,Y):-

X==Y,!.
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abortifnotequal(_,_):-

nl,write('Values not Correct, repair circuit and try again'),

abort.

inputsignal(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

write('input '),write(SIGNAL),write('='),

get(X),(X=48;X=49),VALUE is X - 48.

input(SIGNAL,VALUE):-

repeat, inputs ignal(SIGNAL,VALUE).

output([]):-!.

output([item(SIG,POS,PIN)IL]):-

write(SIG),write(','),write(POS),write(','),write(PIN),nl,

output(L).

outlist(SIG).- /*Write a signal list for some signal */

bagof(item(SIG,POS,PIN),sigloc(SIG,POS,PIN),Ll),

output(Li).

findloc(SIGNAL,NODE,POS,PIN):- /*maps between logical and physical descr*/

pin(SIGNAL,NODE,DEV,ID,TERM),

loc(DEV,ID,TERM,POS,PIN).

findnode(POS,PIN,SIGNAL,NODE):- /* inverse map for efficiency */

loc(DEV,ID,TERM,POS,PIN),

pin(SIGNAL,NODE,DEV,ID,TERM).

wtloc(SIGNAL,NODE):- /*write the position of a signal node to user*/

findloc(SIGNAL,NODE,POS,PIN),

write(POS),cmma,write(PIN).

cmma:- write(',').
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semic:- write(';').
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